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Technical Summary
As coaching staff, volunteers, assistants, head coaches and paid staff, we will always try to provide a place for players of all
abilities to play. Being a part of a club is just that…being a part. Whether Tier 1, Competitive, and/or Active Start under 4
program, players all have a place within the program.
It is our mandate to provide the best possible opportunity for the players. As organizers of soccer in this province, it is our
job to assess players fairly within a fun, social, competitive and developmental soccer environment in order to place them
within the proper progression. We must continue to re-assess players as they grow and develop. Tomorrow is a new day and
players who want to get better will never be stiﬂed. Our main goal is to provide an option for kids to participate and develop
at all levels, regardless of their skill.
The question we have to ask ourselves is what should the ideal soccer program look like in our province.
When devising this Best Practices for Nova Scotia Clubs manual we used the CSA’s Club Development Model as a
framework. The aim is for clubs to look at this document and strive to meet the standards set by the LTPD model. We
wanted to make it as simple as possible for clubs to follow and implement. The goal is to have everyone in Canada and
everyone in Nova Scotia on the same page, i.e, an under 8 recreational program in Tatamgouche should operate the same as
one in Dartmouth. There is some terminology that may be new and require extra videos, handouts, sample sessions, and/or
time with staff coaches of appropriate age groups.
Looking at this model will also provide an opportunity for our member clubs and districts to evaluate what they are currently
offering to their members on an annual basis, adapt the programs to suit the development of the game, (or modify areas
where things could be done better) and continue building aspects of clubs for improved future development of programs,
players and coaches.

Preferred Training Model

Canada Soccer recommends a “station” approach to training. Players move from one skill-building
activity to the next at regular intervals. The time spent on each activity varies based on the age of the
player (see “Training Templates”).
This method is not only more fun for young players who tend to have short attention spans but also allows training sessions
to be tailored to a team’s individual needs, depending on the number of players, the number of parents and coaches present,
and the available facilities.
Each training session is built around four activity stations, one focusing on General Movement skills, one on Coordination, one on Soccer Technique and another on Small-Sided Games. Addressing all four of these training
“pillars” at each practice session will help develop well- rounded young players with a foundation in physical literacy, solid
soccer skills and, ideally, an enduring love of the game.

Preferred Training Model Field

Example of the Canadian Soccer Association ‘Preferred Learning Model’ for all ages on
a full-size ﬁeld. The additional stations (highlighted) can be added for the additional
time based on the recommended session time for the age and stage.

The Four Corner Development Model
The Four Corner Model outlines the factors that need to be

Performance

considered as a young player grows and develops in the
game. Each of the corners is connected and relies on
support from the other three areas. The model is
appropriate to players aged 5 to 21.

Player Focused
The Four Corner LTPD model consists of technical,
psychological, physical and social/emotional components
Each corner of the model reﬂects a wide aspect of a
player’s development that has to be considered The
gradual progressive development of players is fundamental
to the enjoyment, technical competency and retention in
the game The Four Corner approach places the player at
the centre of the development process with soccer
experiences that meet the four key needs of the player.

Framework
Although priorities will vary during the player’s different
ages and phases of maturity, the model provides a basic
framework for coaches to work within In addition to the
four main components, there are a number of
‘contributions’ from a wide variety of people, such as
parents, teachers, schools and local clubs. The model is
deliberately interlinked, which means that activity in any
one corner will produce a reaction throughout all aspects
of the model For example, a practice technique may
impact physical balance and co-ordination while
producing increased conﬁdence and enhanced social
standing within the group. The key message to coaches is
not to consider any of the program’s aspects in isolation.

A player’s performance in practice and matches can be
inﬂuenced by the following factors, nearly all of which
need to be considered when forming an opinion of a
player’s progress and true ability: date of birth, relative to
the rest of the group; body types; adolescent growth spurt
in all the four corners; physical maturity; psychological
maturity; social maturity; previous experience; opposition;
position suitability; instructions given to the player; and
recent playing activity.

Technical/
Tactical

Physical

Social/
Emotional

Psychological/
Mental

The Four Corner Development Model

Technical/Tactical:
Players improve by playing lots of soccer and being active in other complementary sports and activities.
That said, without a skilled mix of guidance, challenges, appropriate questioning, demonstration and
teaching, it’s unlikely that players will reach their true potential.
Tips for Technical Development:
Use the coaching activity to challenge and develop players technically. Encourage players to try new skills.
Appropriate challenges may be set for the whole group or for individuals within the group. For example in a passing
practice some players may be challenged to play one-touch passes when appropriate
When appropriate, practice activity should replicate the demands of the game, encouraging players to think and make
decisions as they would in a game. Clever practice design should allow players to repeat and re-visit elements of the
game without experiencing boredom.

Physical:
To become an effective soccer player there are basic physical movement skills that need to be developed.
Agility, balance, coordination, and speed (ABC’S) are all essential qualities for players; between the ages of
4-12 young players have a “window of opportunity” to develop these attributes.
Addressing the state of physical literacy of children is one of the biggest challenges we currently face in
society and coaches should help communicate the beneﬁts of physical activity and a healthy lifestyle.
Tips for Physical Development:
Children are not mini adults and shouldn’t be subjected to running laps on the ﬁeld and doing push ups.
Through well-designed practice all coaching activities can include physical outcomes.
A shooting practice may include a physical challenge which is realistic to the demands of the game. EG. a defender
and an attacker may have to turn and race onto a through ball before taking a shot at goal. In this way the players are
working on turning, acceleration and deceleration, as well as the technical elements of the exercise.
Coaches working with young players should be aware of the key windows for physical development and which aspects
of a players development can be improved and when.
Appropriate movement skills such as tag games and activities which develop agility, balance and coordination, should
be encouraged through enjoyable games.
Don’t expect too much from young players too soon!

Psychological/Mental:
Creating learning environments that challenge players to be imaginative, creative and reﬂect on their
performance— both during and after practice/game—is fundamental to the development of the future
player. Coaches should adopt different styles and methods to meet the individual needs of young players,
understanding that there is more than one way for players to learn the game.
Tips for Psychological Development:
Use different methods to communicate with different types of learners.
Visual: tactics boards, posters, diagrams, cue and prompt cards as well as arrangements of cones on the pitch
are some ways in which coaches can communicate with players visually.
Auditory: As well as speaking with the players and asking questions, coaches can encourage players to
discuss aspects of the game in pairs, small groups and also with the whole group. Through communication with others,
players can help solve game-related problems and learn more about the game.
Kinaesthetic: physically ‘walking through’ positional arrangements and freeze-framing parts of the game can
help paint pictures in the mind of the players and contribute to the understanding of the game.
Help players learn the game and develop their decision-making skills by setting game-related problems for players to
solve For example “in this passing practice try and turn with no-touches whenever possible; try and work out when you
will be able to do this and when you won’t”.

Social/Emotional:
Playing soccer can help children learn many life skills; cooperation, teamwork, communication and
friendship are some of the beneﬁts of joining a team and playing the game. To allow these social skills to
develop, players should be allowed a safe and supportive environment and given encouragement to learn
the game.
Tips For Social Development:
Coaches should strive to create a positive environment which is welcoming for players both during games and training
How you treat your players is crucial to ensuring a positive and fulﬁlling experience for the young player.
Players should be praised and recognized for their effort, endeavour and ability. This will highlight the process of
learning and striving to get better, rather than just the ﬁnal outcome.
As coaches are in a signiﬁcant position of inﬂuence with their players, it is important to give consideration to the type of
role-model you are. What are your values and beliefs and how is this demonstrated in your behaviour?

Player Characteristics of Age Appropriate Development
Stage

Age

Characteristics

U4

Players at this age have a very short attention span, they are very
easily distracted. They all want to play with their ball, the toy.
Unable to see the world from another’s perspective, everything is
in the here and now.

U5

There is no ability yet for team play. As sharing is still an alien
concept and makes them uncomfortable. Effort is synonymous
with performance, if they tried hard they believe they have done
well.

U6

Able to understand very basic coaching info like stay in the area,
attack in that direction etc. Learning through trial and error.
Unable to think abstractly, asking them to think about spatial
relations or runs off the ball is unrealistic.

U7

Players now understand that the game’s purpose is to score more
goals than their opponents. Still a lot of individual play, but are
more comfortable with playing in pairs for games.

U8

Players understanding that acting with the ball purposefully will
lead to success. They now understand “if I do this, then that
happens”.

U9

Now playing on a 7v7 ﬁeld the understanding of team play,
direction and opponent is developing. Optimum age to work on
soccer speciﬁc techniques and skills. They are more inclined
towards wanting to play soccer rather than being told to play.

U10

More and more understanding and feeling for teamwork.
Understanding of playing without the ball (movement off the ball)
develops.

U11

Perfect mental and physical ability for developing motor skills.
Preference for speciﬁc positions becomes clearer. Developing an
understanding of individual roles in relation to the team.

U12

Likes to compete and compare. Socially aware, critical of own
performance and that of others. Ideal mental and physical
condition in this age/stage group.

Active Start

FUNdamentals

Learning to
Train

FOR MORE DETAILED PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS SEE EACH DEVELOPMENT STAGE

Active Start - U4 & U5

Philosophy - “First Steps, ﬁrst kicks”
At this introductory level the objective is to get
children moving and to keep them active. No
competitive games should be played – the
objective is for adults and children to play together
informally. The children being active, together,
with a well-known family member will give them a
sense of security and safety and as such enhance
their ﬁrst group soccer experience.
The physical curriculum provides for learning basic
fundamental movement skills such as running- jumpingtwisting- throwing- catching.
The technical requirements are not about teaching the
techniques of soccer. They are to encourage children to
enjoy becoming friends with the ball. They can experience
the following through fun and imaginative games: running
with the ball, stopping and changing direction with the
ball, dribbling, kicking and shooting.

At this stage, players should participate in a variety of
additional activities. Swimming and well-structured
gymnastics programs are recommended to enhance the full
range of basic movement skills and physical literacy.
Format
No team games are played at this development
stage. Players are involved in interactive
competitions with parents, grandparents, older
siblings etc. Practice should be 30 to 45 minutes in
length.
Small-sided games can be 1v1, e.g. Mom or Dad vs. Child.
During practice each player should have a ball, lots of
touches, left and right foot. Just let them play with lots of
movement. Encourage the use of both feet, different parts
of foot and body.

Active Start - Player Characteristics
Below is a list of typical expectations and characteristics you can expect from
Active Start players.
Focused on themselves–reality to them is solely based
on what they see and feel
Unable to see the world from another’s perspective–it
is “the world according to me” time.

Look for adult approval – watch how often players
look to you for approval or to see if you are looking.
Also be encouraging when they say “Coach, look what
I can do!”

Asking them to understand how someone else is seeing
something or feels is unrealistic.

Unable to think abstractly – asking them to think
about spatial relations or runs off the ball is
unrealistic.

Everything is in the here and now–forget about the
past and future, they live in the moment.

Typically have 2 speeds -- extremely fast and stopped.

Heating and cooling systems are less efﬁcient than
adults–we need to give frequent water breaks (every
8-10 minutes) or they may just run until they cannot
run anymore.
Enjoying playing, not watching–they feel no
enjoyment from watching others play when they could
be playing too. Make sure every player has a ball in
practice so every player is always playing
Limited attention span(on average 15 seconds for
listening, 10-15 minutes when engaged in a task) keep
your directions concise and to the point. When in an
open environment such as a park, their attention span
will dwindle towards 10 seconds.
Effort is synonymous with performance– if they have
tried hard, they believe they have done well. This is a
wonderful quality and we should be supportive of
their enthusiasm.
Active imaginations– if we utilize their imaginations in
practice activities, they will love practice!

Usually unaware of game scores – we should keep it
that way.
Often like to fall down just because it is fun – they are
just children having fun.
Often cannot identify left foot vs. right foot.

Active Start - Recommendations
Practice Recommendations - Active Start - U4

Practice Recommendations - Active Start - U5

It must be FUN!

Same as U4, plus…

Every child has a ball.

Parents present – but not on the ﬁeld with players,
unless the player needs it.

“One with one” at 4 years – let parent/grandparent/
older sibling assist with the session. Little person/big
person learn the game together.
Emphasis on fundamental movement skills, running,
hopping, jumping, skipping, tumbling – “Developing
Physical Literacy”.

Physical Literacy – more emphasis on the technique,
of jumping/running/hopping – add competitions.
Players still learn by playing games using imagination
– relate the games more to the techniques of soccer.
Change the session activity or game often.

Basic ball familiarization games, rolling, bouncing,
kicking, catching.
Be creative, tell them a story and relate the story to a
soccer activity.
Shark Attack, Pirate Pete, Dora the Explorer, Race
Car etc. Play games with themes.
Do not worry about teaching the techniques. Learn by
doing
Very basic 1v1 games (little vs big) with parents/older
siblings involved.
Players will respond to a high-energy environment.
Change the session activity or game often.
These players love praise and enthusiasm.
Not really soccer – but activity with a soccer ball.

Introducing the game at 1 v 1 and 2 v 2.
No Goalkeepers yet.
Coaching Methodology for U4 & U5
Keep information brief and positive.
Show them what you want; Demonstrate the activities
and games.
Parents can assist with reinforcing your coaching
information.
Keep the environment positive and happy.
Lots of praise and celebrations – High Fives!
Encourage and celebrate success.
Be ﬂexible, allow the players to deviate and be
creative.
Keep it safe.

Active Start - Practice Recommendations Matrix

Per
Duration
Week

Age

Format

U4

1 on 1 with parent

1

U5

1 on 1 with parent

1

Ball
Size

Field
Size

Goal
Size

Rules

# Sessions

45-60
mins

3

N/A

N/A

No rules just FUN

10-16 summer
8-12 winter

45-60
mins

3

N/A

N/A

No rules just FUN

10-16 summer
8-12 winter

Active Start - Practice Activities

Active Start - Coaching Measures
When young players are moving from the Active Start development stage and are ready to progress to the
Fundamentals stage, the coach should have exposed them to, and taught them in, the following Technical,
Physical, Social and Psychological skills.

FUNdamental - U6, U7 & U8

Philosophy - “Fun with the Ball”
Skill development at this stage should be well
structured, positive and FUN and should
concentrate on developing the ABC’s of Agility,
Balance and Coordination plus Speed. Coaches
should create a stimulating learning environment
where the atmosphere is about freedom and fun.
Encourage your players to take part in unstructured play
every day with their friends.
Learning to understand the movements going on around
them is a critical skill to be developed at this age. Playing
small-sided games, 3v3, 4v4 etc. can develop a player’s
ability to read what others are going to do (the play)
based on their movements.
Let your players make decisions, expose them to working
out problems.

The philosophy underlying the Festival format is to focus
on FUNdamentals and to emphasize skill development and
movement through games and activities. These activities
must promote a feel for the ball while teaching basic
principles of play within a fun but structured setting.
Format
Under 6 players will play in a 3v3 environment
with no goalkeepers.
There will be no league standings or scores recorded.
Players will play in their Club environment playing against
teams from within their own Club or Academy. No interClub play is to take place. Referees are not required.
Coaches act as game supervisors. Boys and girls can play
on the same teams. Players will play a fair amount of time
in each position by rotating through each spot on the ﬁeld.

FUNdamental - U6, U7 & U8
Under 7 players are to play in a 4v4 format with no
goalkeepers or a 5v5 environment with
goalkeepers.

Boys and girls can play on the same teams. Players will
play a fair amount of time in each position.
Recommended mini soccer 5v5 rules

There are no league standings or scores recorded. Players
are to play in their Club environment playing against
teams from within their own Club. No inter- Club play is
to take place. Referees are recommended. Boys and girls
can play on the same teams. Players will play a fair amount
of time in each position by rotating around each position,
including goalkeeper when used. Games area total of 40
minutes.

All free kicks are indirect.
After the scoring of a goal, the game is restarted at the
centre.
When the Goalkeeper has the ball in his/her hands,
or at a goal kick, the opposition players are to retreat
to approximately the 1⁄2 way line until the ball is
touched by another player other than the goalkeeper.

Under 8 players will play in a 5v5 environment. At
this age goalkeepers can be introduced although
players should play in all positions including
goalkeeper.

To encourage play from the back, the goalkeeper can
either throw the ball or kick the ball from the ground.
No drop kicks.

Again no scores or standings are maintained. Players can
participate in their Club/Academy environment or
participate in District Festivals on a weekend. District
Festivals involve Club teams from within the district. No
inter-District play is allowed. At this age referees are
introduced. No more than 2 games can be played on a
festival day, Saturday or Sunday.

Format

Games
Per
Week

3 vs 3

1/
Festival

U7

U8

Age

U6

Players, including goalkeepers, can be substituted at
any stoppage in the game.
When the ball leaves the ﬁeld of play along the
sideline, the game is restarted by passing the ball into
play. A goal cannot be scored directly from the ball
being passed in.

Practice
Per
Week*

Duration

Ball Size

Field
Size

Goal
Size

Rules

# Sessions

1

60-75mins
(Practice)
15-30mins
(Game)

3

20x25m

Pugg or
5’x8’

Coach Supervise

15-20 Summer
10-20 Winter

4v4

1/
Festival

2

60-75mins
(Practice)
30-40mins
(Game)

3/4

30x35m

Pugg or
5’x8’

Recommended
Mini Rules

15-20 Summer
10-20 Winter

5v5 inc.
GK’s

1/
Festival

1 - Rec
2/3 - Dev

60-75mins
(Practice)
30-40mins
(Game)

3/4

30x35m

5’x8’

Recommended
Mini Rules

15-20 Summer
10-20 Winter

FUNdamental - Player Characteristics
Below is a list of typical expectations and characteristics you can expect from
FUNdamental players.
Tend to play well in pairs– try to set up the pairs
yourself to control the games and manage the
personalities.
Are now able to take another’s perspective – they now
have a sense of how other’s are feeling.
Still unable to think abstractly – still do not have this
capability, be patient.
Heating and cooling system still less efﬁcient than
adults – still make sure to give frequent water breaks
(every 8-10 minutes).
Still much prefer playing to watching – keep everyone
active during practice and remember, no lines.
Limited attention span (on average 15-20 seconds for
listening, up to 20 minutes when engaged in a task) –
this may vary greatly on any given day depending on
school, diet, etc. Try to get a gauge each day and do
not ﬁght crankiness.
Have an understanding of time and sequence – they
now understand “if I do this, then that happens”.
Many have incorporated a third or fourth speed into
play – not all players, but many players now have
incorporated a speed or two between stopped and as
fast as possible.
Extremely aware of adult reactions – be very aware of
your verbal and nonverbal reactions, as they look for
your reaction frequently.

Seek out adult approval – be supportive when they ask
about their performance or try to show you their skills.
They very much need reassurance and you need to
help build their conﬁdence to try new things at this
age
Begin to become aware of peer perception – a social
order is beginning to develop. Be sensitive to this.
Wide range of abilities between children at this age –
children all develop at varying paces. You may have an
8 year-old who seems more like a 10 year-old and one
that seems more like a 6 year-old on the same team.
Your challenge to is to manage this range in your
practice in a way that challenges each player at a level
that is reasonable for that player.
Some will keep score – the competitive motors churn
faster in some than others. Surely some parents are
fuelling the motors with their own. Regardless, we do
not need to stress winning and losing at this age.
Results should not be important at this age.
Beginning to develop motor memories – by
attempting fundamental technical skills they are
training their bodies to remember certain movements.
Still have active imaginations by adult standards, but
some of the silliness that 4-5 year- olds allowed will
not be appreciated by this group. Still use their
imaginations, just watch their reactions to games to
read how far you can go with things.

FUNdamental - Practice Recommendations
Passing Introduction (limited) – short passing, inside
of foot, right and left.
Practice Recommendations – FUNdamentals
Receiving –with feet, from ground only.
Create a stimulating learning environment where the
atmosphere is freedom and FUN.
Organize your practice to have all the children active,
all of the time.
Playing situations work best for teaching
understanding and basic game sense.
Game formats can progress from 3v3 to 5v5 as the
children grow.
During small-sided games everyone should play all
positions.
Let your players make decisions, expose them to
working out problems and coming up with solutions.
Practice Recommendations – FUNdamentals – U6

Ball Mastery with more movement, creativity, and all
surfaces.
Games, activities, exercises should always be fun with
lots of movement and activity.
Small-sided games are fun and challenging, 1v 1- 2v2
– 3v3.
Practice Recommendations – FUNdamentals – U7
Individual Technical work, player and the ball.
Continue general movements skills, Jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, should be incorporated into games
and activities.
Everyone with a ball as much as possible.

Individual Technical work, player and the ball.

Dribbling, running with the ball, striking the ball etc.

General movements skills, jumping, running, hopping,
skipping, should be incorporated into games and
activities.

Introduce play in one direction, going towards a goal
or target.
Everybody with a ball as much as possible.

Introduction of basic skills (dribbling, running with
the ball, etc.)

Comfortable moving the body and ball together.

Introduce play in one direction, going towards a goal
or target.

Dribbling – feet – rolling the ball, pushing it, stopping
it, introduction of surfaces, running with the ball.

Everybody with a ball as much as possible.

Passing Introduction (limited) – short passing, inside
of foot, right and left.

Comfortable moving the body and ball together.
Receiving –with feet, right and left from ground only.
Dribbling – feet - rolling the ball, pushing it, stopping
it, introduction of surfaces, running with the ball.

FUNdamental - Practice Recommendations
Ball Mastery with more movement, creativity, and all
surfaces of both feet.
Games, activities, exercises should always be fun with
lots of movement and activity.
Small-sided games are fun and challenging, 1v1- 2v2 –
3v3.
Practice Recommendations – FUNdamentals – U8
Individual Technical work: take the mentality of the
age and ﬁt into activities developing technique.
Dribbling, passing, shooting.
Everybody with a ball as much as possible.
Comfortable moving the body and ball together.
Dribbling – feet - rolling the ball, pushing it, stopping
it, introduction of surfaces, running with the ball,
intro of speciﬁc moves (fakes, feints and turns) using
above skills.

Individual Tactics –they are starting to conceptualize,
so just allow for games/activities bring out decisionmaking opportunities.
Games, activities, exercises should mirror the game
and tactical implications are within the game, but keep
objectives on technical development.
Small-sided games are fun and challenging,
1v1-2v2-3v3-4v4 and 5v5.
Simple Tactics – get away, keep ball, get ball back, and
pass it – all focusing at an individual stage that is
about all they can understand, with no pressure.
Basic goalkeeping introduction e.g. catching, diving,
jumping - for all players.
Practice Recommendations – Methodology
Keep information brief and positive.
Show them what you want by demonstrating the
activities and games.

Passing – inside of foot, outside of foot, under the
ball, techniques with movement, head up.

Player Centred Coaching – let them make decisions,
solve problems based on what they see and experience.

Receiving – feet, thighs, chest, – catching, receiving
ball w/feet, preparing.

Keep the environment positive and happy.

Finishing – both feet, volleys – all very introductory
and basic.

Allow and encourage creativity and improvisation.
Create the freedom to express themselves.
Keep the practices ﬂowing, with limited stops.

Tackling – Introduction -basic techniques, block
tackle, toe poke.
Ball Mastery with more movement, creativity, and all
surfaces.

Encourage and celebrate success.
Allow the players to deviate and be creative.
Keep it safe.

FUNdamental - Practice Recommendations Matrix

FUNdamental - Practice Activities

FUNdamental - Coaching Measures
When young players are moving from the FUNdamentals stage and are ready to progress to the Learn to
Train stage, the coach should have exposed them to, and taught them in, the following Technical, Physical,
Social and Psychological skills

FUNdamental - Coaching Measures
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FUNdamental - Field Organization
3v3 Fields
3v3 soccer is an introduction to playing with
teammates and playing against opposition other
than their parents There are no inter- Club games
at this age group.
Diagram 1, shows a 3v3 soccer ﬁeld at its maximum
dimensions, 30m x 22m. The goals are portable and
should be no larger than 5ft x 8ft. Pop up nets (Pugg) are
recommended. There is no need for any other ﬁeld
markings. The ﬁeld in diagram 1 has been delineated using
cones. In the absence of lines, cones are perfectly
acceptable and suitable to create a mini soccer ﬁeld.
Diagram 2, shows eight, 3v3 ﬁelds arranged on a 11v11
ﬁeld. Using existing lines and cones with portable pop-up
nets, several 3v3 ﬁelds can quickly be placed ready for kids
to play.

5v5 Fields
5v5 ﬁelds have been designed to be used by under 7
and under 8 players.
Diagram 3, shows an individual 5v5 ﬁeld, 30m x 25m.
The ﬁeld layout in diagram 4, shows a method of
temporarily installing 5, 5-aside ﬁelds on an 11-aside ﬁeld.
As you can see the 11v11 ﬁeld touch line and goal lines
have been utilized for four of the ﬁelds. This would allow
ten teams, or 50 players to be active on this playing area
simultaneously.

Learning to Train - U9, U10, U11 & U12
Below is a list of typical expectations and characteristics you can expect from
Learn to Train players.

Philosophy - “The golden age of learning”

Format

The effect of the role model is very important at
Under 9 & 10 players play in a 7v7, including
this stage. The coach’s role becomes even more
goalkeepers, environment.
important as he or she becomes one of the player’s
Maximum squad size is 12. This allows all players to get a
role models, along with famous players and teams.
good amount of playing time in each game. Players should
At these ages players want to learn creative skills.
continue to play in all positions including goalkeeper to get
Skill demonstration from the coach is very
exposure and experience playing in the various areas of
important as the players learn best by doing.
the ﬁeld with different roles.
Players are now moving from self–centred to self–
ȱȱȱǰȱǰȱȱę¢ȱȱȱ
ȱ
critical, and they have a high stimulation level
Under 12 players play in a 9v9, including
during basic skills training.
goalkeepers, environment.
This is
an important time to teach basic principles
of play
¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱęȱȱ
ȱȱȱ¢ȱ
Maximum squad size is 16. This allows all players to get a
and toǰȱęȱȱ¡ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
establish training ethics and discipline. Repetitions
ȱȱȱ
good amount of playing time in each game. Players should
in training are important to developing technical
play in a variety of positions to gain knowledge in the
excellence, but creating a fun and challenging environment
requirements of different positions.
is still essential for stimulating learning.
ǰȱĴȱ ȱǰȱȱ

Learning to Train - Player Characteristics
Typical Characteristics U9 & U10 Player
Attention span lengthens from U8 - they start to show
the ability to sequence thought and actions.

Typical Characteristics U11 & U12 Player
All children are maturing at different rates.

They start to think ahead and think “If this, then that”.

Players need to warm-up and stretch -muscle pulls and
other nagging injuries are common otherwise.

They are more inclined towards wanting to play soccer
rather than being told to play.

Players will typically understand elemental abstract
concepts and hypothetical situations.

Demonstrate increased self-responsibility – bringing a
ball, water and all gear should now be their complete
responsibility.

They like to solve problems.

They start to recognize fundamental tactical concepts.

Egos are sensitive.

Children at this age begin to become aware of peer
pressure.

Coordination may depend on whether or not they are
in a growth spurt.

Players greatly afﬁliate with their team or their coach
— “I play for the Tigers” or “I play for coach Amy’s
team”.

Technique still needs to be reinforced constantly.

Peer evaluation is a constant.

Playing too much can lead to over use injuries.

Players at this age are extremely rule bound.

Playing too much and not feeling like they have a
choice in the matter can lead to burnout and drop-out.

There is a wide continuum of maturity evident on
most teams.

Keep asking the players to be creative and to take risks.

This is a crucial age for technical skill development.

Ask for feedback from them - they will tell you how
things are going.
Try to hand over leadership and ownership of the
team to them.

Learning to Train - Practice Recommendations
Learning to Train - Practice Recommendations
Continue to develop ball mastery in a larger
environment with more teammates and opponents.

Learning to Train - Coaching Methodology
Small-sided games, allow the game to be the teacher.
Player centred- allow the players to make decisions.

Start to develop other surfaces to control the ball.
Use Coaching Key Factors to teach the players.
Develop the ability to control the ball and look,
Introduce decision-making for the next play and apply
the proper technique.

Demonstrate what you would like the players to do.

Develop the ability to run with the ball towards goal
and away from goal to gain space and use width.

Create a positive learning environment.

Develop dribbling 1v1 using different fakes and
changes of direction, shielding at the older ages of the
stage.
Develop passing the ball using different surfaces with
both feet.
Introduce combination plays with 2 or 3 players.
Develop shooting skills, at longer distances. Introduce,
volleys, bent shots and chips using different surfaces.
Introduce the use of width at u9 and u10 and depth at
u11 and u12.
Develop the ability to look up and read GK position to
make a good decision and apply proper technique.

Keep information positive, brief and concise.

Set appropriate challenges.
Practices should have a theme EG. passing or shooting.
Use a variety of interventions EG. question and
answer, guided discovery, command.
Consider a young player’s self esteem.
Avoid children standing in lines.

Learning to Train - Practice Recommendations Matrix

Learning to Train - Practice Recommendations Matrix

Learning to Train - Practice Recommendations Matrix

Games
Per
Week

Practice
Per
Week*

U9 &
U10

60-90 mins
7v7 inc.
1 - Rec
(Practice)
4 (or 5
SNS Mini
¢ǰȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱęǯȱȂȱ
1/Festival
35x55m
6’x16’ ¢ȱȂȱ
GK’s
1/2 - Dev
50 mins
light)
Rules
(Game)

U11&
U12

9v9 inc.
GK’s

1/2

60-90 mins
(Practice)
70 mins
(Game)

Ball Size

Goal
Size

Format

1 - Rec
2/3 - Dev

Duration

Field
Size

Age

4 (or 5
light)

50x70m

6’x18’

*See Recreation & Development Matrix for more detail

Rules

FIFA
Rules

#
Sessions
15-20
Summer
10-20
Winter
15-20
Summer
10-20
Winter

Learning to Train - Practice Activities

Learning to Train - Coaching Measurements
The players have now progressed into the Learn to Train phase of their development At the later stages of
the Learn to Train phase the concept of tactics are slowly introduced The focus is still on the technical
skills required in the game, with small-sided games being the main teaching tool used

Learning to Train - Coaching Measurements

Learning to Train - Coaching Measurements

Learning to Train - Field Organization
Advantages of Playing on Smaller Fields for
Learning to Train Stage:
More efﬁcient use of ﬁeld space.
Matches can be played simultaneously across a full-size
ﬁeld.
Children are physically more efﬁcient in smaller space.
Children are actively involved for a longer period of
time.
It takes less time to score a goal or advance to goal.
Greater success rate for the players.
More shots on goal.
More saves from the Goalkeeper.

7v7 Fields
7v7 ﬁelds are designed to be used by children 9 and 10
years of age as seen in diagram 6.
9v9 Fields
9v9 ﬁelds are designed to be used by children 11 and 12
years of age as seen in diagram 9.
Note
Like all soccer ﬁelds a range of sizes is allowed. The below
diagrams are a suggested range, but its understood that we
have to work with existing ﬁelds and facilities. It is the aim
to meet the sizes as shown above but reasonable ﬂexibility
is allowable. For competitive soccer permanent ﬁeld lining
is preferred.

Recreation vs Development
Recreation Program Philosophy

Development Program Philosophy

Participatory model. Provide a fun and safe soccer
experience where kids can develop their skills by
“playing the game”

Developmental model. Designed for players that
want professional coaching, to play in a more
competitive environment and are committed to a
longer season and travel, EG - RTC & Academy.

Every player, new or experienced, gets to play!! Programs
should try to create teams with equal numbers of players
at all skill levels so that there is parity between the teams.
Furthermore, they should strive to make sure that every
player plays the same amount of time and that all players
get to experience all positions.

Competitive Soccer shares many of the same ideals and
goals as Recreational Soccer. Competitive soccer takes a
larger time and cost commitment. Practice time, number
of games, length of season and travel requirements all
increase.

Recreation Matrix
Stage

Practice to Game
Ratio

Games Per Week

*Fair Playing
Time

Travel Time

FUNdamental

1:1 or 2:1

1/Festival

Fair time in all
positions (20mins)

Within District

Learning to Train

1:1 or 2:1

1/Festival

Fair time in all
positions (25-30mins)

45-60mins each way

Development Matrix
Stage

Practice to Game
Ratio

Games Per Week

*Fair Playing
Time

Travel Time

FUNdamental

2:1 or 3:1

1/Festival

Fair time in all
positions (15-20mins)

Within District

Fair time in all
positions (20-25mins)

45-60mins each way for
individual game
OR unlimited for
sanctioned SNS games
& showcase events

Learning to Train

2:1 or 3:1

1/Festival

